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Abstract Energy level statistics of a system consisting of six particles interacting by delta force in a two-j model
coupled with a deformed core is studied in particle-rotor model. For single-j shell (i13=2) and two-j shell (g7=2 + d5=2)
the exact energies for our statistical analysis are obtained from a full diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, while in two-j
case (i13=2 + g9=2) the conguration truncation is used. The nearest-neighbor distribution of energy levels and spectral
rigidity are studied as the function of spin. The results of single-j shell are compared with those in two-j case. It is
showed that the system becomes more regular when single-j space (i13=2) is replaced by two-j shell (g7=2+d5=2) although
the basis size of the conguration space is unchanged. The degree of chaoticity of the system, however, changes slightly
when conguration space is enlarged by extending single-j shell (i13=2) to two-j shell (i13=2 + g9=2).
PACS numbers: 21.10.-k, 05.45.+b, 24.60.Lz, 21.10.Re
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1 Introduction
Quantum chaos in many-body systems was studied
mostly from the viewpoint of level statistics which displays
a clear relation to the notion of classic chaos.[1] For quan-
tal systems, corresponding to classical regular systems,
the spectral statistics (P (s) and 43(L)) follow the Pois-
son ensemble while for systems corresponding to chaotic
ones the Wigner ensemble is followed.
Fluctuating properties of quantal systems fall into one
of the four universality classes of Dyson and Mahta de-
pending on the space-time symmetries of the Hamiltonian.
In general, various approximations to the Hamiltonian are
invoked in dierent nuclear models. The aim of these ap-
proximations is usually to obtain simplied calculations
by throwing away certain symmetries. This may in turn
have signicant eects on the chaotic behavior of the sys-
tem.
Particle-rotor model (PRM) and cranking shell model
(CSM) are the appropriate realistic nuclear models for
studying the coupling of the single-particle degrees of free-
dom to the collective motion through Coriolis force. Re-
cently there is much discussion[2 5] about the dierence
between PRM and CSM. In Ref. [5], PRM and CSM were
compared from the viewpoint of spectral statistics. This
comparison, however, was made in the single-j shell space.
This paper is to study in PRM if there are any changes
about the conclusions of Ref. [5] when the conguration
space is changed. The rst step is to replace the single-j
space (i13=2) by a two-j space (g7=2 + d5=2), and the ba-
sis size is unchanged. The second step is to enlarge the
conguration space by extending single-j shell (i13=2) to
two-j shell (i13=2 + g9=2).
This paper is organized as follows. The particle-rotor
model is reviewed in Sec. 2. The methods of spectral
statistics are described in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 the results
and discussions are given, and in Sec. 5 the conclusions
are summarized.
2 Particle-Rotor Hamiltonian
An even-even nucleus is visualized as an axially sym-
metric rotor coupled with a few valence particles outside
the core. The spin ~I of the system is the sum of the angu-
lar momentum ~R of the core and ~J , the angular momenta
of the valence particles. The total Hamiltonian is divided
into two parts,
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where Hintr describes microscopically the motion of valence particles, Hsp is the single particle Hamiltonian for the
potential of axially symmetric harmonic oscillator. We take two-body interaction V (2) as delta force  G(~r1   ~r2),
which can be characterized by the interaction strength G. Here we make the restriction that for the single-j case, the
particles are put in single-j orbitals (such as i13=2) and for the two-j case the particles can occupy two-j shell orbitals
























where  is the energy parameter related to single-particle quadrupole deformation potential, which is dierent in
dierent shells. In the two-j shell, there are o-diagonal matrix elements between the two-j shells in Eq. (3). In
Ref. [7], these o-diagonal matrix elements were not considered. It will be seen from this paper that they play an
important role in aecting the degree of chaoticity of the system in the two-j case.
















J = Hrot +Hrec +Hcor ; (4)
where Hrot = (I
2   I23 )=2J indicates the nuclear collective rotation, Hrec = (j21 + j22)=2J is the recoil term and
Hcor =  (I1j1 + I2j2)=J is the coriolis term.






































) is the usual rotation matrix and 
 describes the




is the N -body antisymmetric wavefunction for
the valence particles and  is for the other quantum num-
bers.
3 Evaluation of Spectral Statistics
Levels of given spins are obtained by diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). To remove the inuence of
the local uctuation of level density on level spacings,
we map the spectra fE
i









are the unfolded levels. The un-
folding of the spectra fE
i
g are carried out according to




i+1, : : :, Ei+n (e.g. n = 7), we can calculate





k=1 (Ei+k   Ei+k 1)=n =
(E







. The same procedure is repeated until all
the levels are covered. The level spacing of the unfolded




The rst spectral statistics we studied is the nearest-
neighbor distribution P (S). It is obtained by counting
the spacings S
i
that lie in a certain interval (S; S + dS)
and normalizing the resulting distribution. We considered
the nearest-neighbor distribution (NND) in the interval
S 2 (0; 2).
Spectral statistics shows Poissonian and GOE forms
for fully ordered and chaotic systems. One interpolation
formula between these two distributions was proposed by
Berry{Robnik,[9]





















where erfc(x) = 1 erf(x) and erf(x) is the error function.
The other interpolation formula is Brody distribu-
tion:[10]
PB(b; S) = (1 + b)AS









and   is the usual gamma function. q = b = 0 corresponds
to the Poisson distribution, while q = b = 1 corresponds
to the GOE distribution.
NND emphasizes short-range correlation characteris-
tics. The long-range correlation is measured by the spec-






[N(E)  (AE +B)]2dE ; (10)
whereA and B are tting parameters,  and +L describe
the order number of the unfolded levels. To get 43(L),
we proceed as described in Ref. [11]. For a given stretch
of levels, we calculate 43(;L) for the interval [; +L],
[+L=2; +3L=2], [+L; +2L], [+3L=2; +5L=2], : : :
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where N 0 is the number of sums in the numerator.
4 Results
In our calculations six particles were put in a single
j = 13=2 orbital in the single-j case, while in the two-j
case six particles occupied two-j (i13=2+g9=2 or g7=2+d5=2)
orbitals. The spectral statistics were carried out using
states with a given spin in the particle-rotor model. Un-
less stated we used the following parameters in the calcu-
lation: G = G0 = 0:45 MeV, J = J0 = 24h2 MeV, 1 and
 = 0 = 2:5 MeV, 2.4 MeV, 2.2 MeV, and 2.0 MeV for
i13=2, g9=2, g7=2 and d5=2 orbitals.
Fig. 1 The best-t parameters for the degree of chaotic-
ity with mixed statistics are shown for (a) Berry{Robnik
parametrization, (b) Brody parametrization. The results for
single-j shell i13=2, two-j shell (g7=2 + d5=2), and two-j shell
(g7=2 + d5=2) without considering the o-diagonal matrix el-
ements in Eq. (3) are indicated by solid square, open square,
and solid circle, respectively.
In Ref. [5] chaotic behavior of PRM in single j = 13=2
space was studied. Now we do not change the dimension of
conguration space and consider two-j shell (g7=2 + d5=2)
instead of single-j shell. The total basis size is 1519 for
high even angular momenta (signature +1) in PRM. This
number is smaller in the single-j case for I < 24, e.g., for
I = 20 one has 1512 states and it falls to just 93 cong-
urations for I = 0. In the two-j case (g7=2 + d5=2), this
number is smaller for I < 12, e.g., for I = 10 the number
is 1513 and 165 for I = 0.
Fig. 2 The spectral rigidity of the particle-rotor Hamilto-
nian is presented for dierent values of spins in (a) single-j
shell (i13=2), (b) two-j shell (g7=2+d5=2), and (c) two-j shell
(g7=2 + d5=2) without considering the o-diagonal matrix el-
ements in Eq. (3).
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Fig. 3 The degree of chaoticity in (a) two-j shell (g7=2 +
d5=2) and (b) two-j shell (i13=2+g9=2) is displayed as a func-
tion of spin for dierent values of the moment of inertia J .
The results for J = 8; 24; 72; 216, and 648h2 MeV 1 are indi-
cated by open triangle, open circle, solid circle, solid square,
and solid triangle, respectively.
The calculated NND in single-j and two-j shell (g7=2+
d5=2) were tted with both the formulas (7) and (8). In
Fig. 1 we show the best-t Berry{Robnik and Brody pa-
rameters as functions of the spin. It was pointed out[5]
that although the quantitative predictions for the degree
of chaoticity were quite dierent for these two kinds of
parameters, the qualitative behavior was the same, which
can be seen from Figs 1(a) and 1(b). For the rest of this
paper we use the NND statistics of the Brody parametriza-
tion. In Fig. 1 we notice that the Berry{Robnik parame-
ter q and Brody parameter b are larger in the single-j case
than those in the two-j case, which means that the sys-
tem becomes more regular when the conguration space
is changed from single-j to two-j shell (g7=2 + d5=2). This
conclusion accords with that in Ref. [7], where spectral
statistics were studied in the framework of interacting bo-
son model (IBM).[13] In the present study it can be ex-
plained as follows: in the single-j case, the chaos of the
system is caused by the coriolis force, delta interaction and
two-body recoil term. However, all these o-diagonal ele-
ments which result in chaos only exist between two states
whose quantum numbers j are the same. So, when the
space is changed from single-j to two-j shell (g7=2+d5=2),
the total number of states is unchanged and although new
o-diagonal matrix elements in Eq. (3) appear, the total
number of o-diagonal elements decreases for the single-j
case, which decreases the degree of chaoticity of the sys-
tem.
Fig. 4 The degree of chaoticity is depicted as a func-
tion of the spin in (a) single-j shell (i13=2), (b) two-j shell
(g7=2 + d5=2), and (c) two-j shell (i13=2 + g9=2).
We also studied the eects of these o-diagonal ma-
trix elements in Eq. (3) on the degree of chaoticity of the
system in the two-j case. The Berry{Robnik and Brody
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parameter values as functions of the spin in the two-j case
(g7=2+d5=2) without considering the o-diagonal elements
in Eq. (3) are also given in Fig. 1. In this case, the system
becomes more regular because these o-diagonal matrix
elements disappear which couple the two subspaces in the
two-j case and make the system more chaotic. This phe-
nomenon can also be seen from Fig. 5, where the single-j
shell is extended to two-j shell (i13=2 + g9=2).
The spectral rigidity in PRM in the cases of single-j
and two-j shells is displayed for dierent spins in Fig. 2.
The same conclusion can be drawn. That is, the sys-
tem becomes more regular when the space is changed
from single-j shell to two-j shell (g7=2 + d5=2) and the
o-diagonal elements of single-particle Hamiltonian which
couple these two single-j subspaces in the two-j case play
an important role in increasing the degree of chaoticity of
the system.
Fig. 5 The same as Fig. 1(b), but for the two-j shell
(i13=2 + g9=2). The results in the single-j shell, two-j
shell (i13=2 + g9=2) with truncation energy E = 18:5 and
19.0 MeV, and in the two-j shell (i13=2 + g9=2) without
considering the o-diagonal matrix elements in Eq. (3)
with truncation energy E = 18:5 and 19.0 MeV are in-
dicated by solid triangle, open square, solid square, open
circle, and solid circle. The results corresponding to dif-
ferent truncation energy are nearly the same, which in-
dicates that our results are reliable.
The eect of the moment of inertia is investigated by
changing J and xing the values of the other parameters.
In Ref. [5] this eect was studied in the single-j case, and
their conclusion, that is, the degree of chaoticity will de-
crease when the spin increases, holds true only for smaller
values of J , and the opposite trend prevails for large mo-
ments of inertia. We investigate the eect of the moment
of inertia in the two-j case (g7=2 + d5=2). The results are
shown in Fig. 3(a). The same conclusion can be drawn
as Ref. [5]. Figure 3(b) can also give the same conclu-
sion, where the single-j shell is extended to the two-j shell
(i13=2 + g9=2).
We next vary the deformation parameter and x other
parameters in the standard parameters. The results in
single-j shell, two-j shell (g7=2 + d5=2), and two-j shell
(i13=2 + g9=2) are shown in Fig. 4. For large , a decrease
in chaoticity can be observed. In the single-j case the de-
gree of chaoticity becomes independent of  quickly, while
this convergence is slower in two-j shell (g7=2 + d5=2) and
quicker in two-j case (i13=2 + g9=2).
Fig. 6 The same as Fig.2, but for two-j shell (i13=2+g9=2).
Now we want to see what will happen if we enlarge the
conguration space by extending single-j shell (i13=2) to
two-j shell (i13=2 + g9=2). In the two-j case (i13=2 + g9=2),
conguration truncation is used. In our calculation, we
took the truncation energy for valence particles as E =
18:5 MeV and E = 19:0 MeV and the corresponding basis
size is 1667 and 2110 when I  24.
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The tted Brody parameters as the functions of spin
for single-j shell and two-j shell (i13=2+ g9=2) are given in
Fig. 5. It is shown that a few changes happen when we
enlarge the conguration space. The results of two kinds
of truncation are nearly the same, which indicates that
our truncation is reliable. The same conclusion can be
drawn from Fig. 6 where the spectral rigidity in single-j
and two-j (i13=2 + g9=2) cases is shown.
5 Conclusions
A systematic study of the chaotic behavior in two real-
istic models has been carried out. The dierence of NND
and spectral rigidity between single-j case (i13=2) and two-
j case (g7=2 + d5=2) shows that the system is more reg-
ular in the two-j model (g7=2 + d5=2) than that in the
single-j case (i13=2), although the basis size of the cong-
uration space is unchanged. However, when the single-j
shell space is enlarged by extending single-j shell to two-j
shell (i13=2 + g9=2), the degree of chaoticity of the system
changes slightly. In the two-j case, the conclusion[5] also
holds true that chaos is more pronounced for normal de-
formation and low spins than for superdeformations and
high spins.
It is known that the two-body interaction plays an
important role in the appearance of chaotic motion.[14;15]
The present study, however, reveals that the o-diagonal
matrix elements of one-body interaction (single-particle
Hamiltonian) also play an important role in aecting the
degree of chaoticity of the system.
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